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SPECTRUM C
The SPECTRUM C features a large arbor with rugged machined die-cast frame and generous concave vented spool.  
Equipped with the SPECTRUM Family One Revolution Sealed Carbon Drag and unexpected finishing touches like its fully 
machined drag knob and handle. The SPECTRUM C gives you more than the fish bargained for.

• SCS Drag

• One Revolution Drag Knob with numbered and detented settings

• Large arbor for fast line pick-up

• Vented concave arbor for greater strength and capacity

• Lightweight aluminum die-cast construction with machined finish

• Powder coated for surface protection and corrosion resistance

• Machined and anodized aluminum drag knob and ergonomic handle

• Easy conversion from left- to right-hand retrieve

• Neoprene and embroidered ballistic nylon reel case

• Colors: Black, Grey

SPECTRUM C SPECIFICATIONS
Model Lines Weight (oz) Capacity [line + yds/lb] Diameter (in) Width (in) Reel Spool

3/4 3-4 4  5⁄8 WF4 + 100 yds/20 lb 3  5⁄16 1  5⁄16 $200.00 $100.00
5/6 5-6 4  7⁄8 WF6 + 100 yds/20 lb 3  5⁄8 1  5⁄16 $200.00 $100.00
7/8 7-8 6  1⁄4 WF8 + 200 yds/20 lb 4 1  3⁄8 $230.00 $110.00
9/10 9-10 7 1⁄2 WF10 + 200 yds/30 lb 4  5⁄16 1  1⁄2 $230.00 $110.00

CORE REELS CORE REELS

SPECTRUM MAX
The SPECTRUM MAX is fully machined with cold forged, tempered 6061-T6 aluminum, housing our proven Sealed Carbon System (SCS) 
Drag. The MAX features a super rigid frame-to-spool connection, a widened palming rim, a large/vented arbor for high retrieve rate, and our 
One Revolution Drag Knob with 40 detented drag settings for adjustable and repeatable drag resolution. Finished with our Core Collection’s 
unique porting pattern and spoke aesthetic, the MAX will be your go-to reel for the full range of heavy duty fishing scenarios.

• SCS Drag

• One Revolution Drag Knob with numbered and detented settings

• Large arbor for fast line pick-up

• Concave, ported arbor for greater strength and capacity

• Fully machined 6061-T6 aerospace grade aluminum

• Cold forged and tempered for superior strength and rigidity

• Hard anodized for surface protection and corrosion resistance

• Ergonomic handle

• Quick-change spool mechanism

• Easy conversion from left- to right-hand retrieve

• Neoprene and embroidered ballistic nylon reel case

• Colors: Stealth, Silver, Chipotle Edition, Squid Ink Edition

SPECTRUM MAX SPECIFICATIONS
Model Lines Weight (oz) Capacity (line + yds/lb) Diameter (in) Width (in) Reel Spool

5/6 5-6 5  1⁄2 WF5 + 200 yds/20  lb 3 11⁄16 1 5⁄16 $627.00 $310.00
6/7 6-7 5 11⁄16 WF7 + 200 yds/20 lb 3 13⁄16 1  3⁄8 $627.00 $310.00
7/8 7-8 7  1⁄2 WF8 + 200 yds/20 lb 4  1⁄8 1  1⁄2 $660.00 $330.00
9/10 9-10 8  1⁄2 WF10 + 200 yds/30 lb 4  3⁄8 1  5⁄8 $660.00 $330.00
11/12 11-12 9  3⁄8 WF12 + 300 yds/30 lb 4  11⁄16 1 11⁄16 $660.00 $330.00

Stealth Silver 

(front)

Grey
(front)

BlackGreyLimeBlackPlatinum 

(front)

SPECTRUM
Modeled after the popular 4200 series, the fully machined SPECTRUM is a true large arbor performance fly reel. With concave spool surface, 
for optimal line capacity and drag-assisting smoothness, the SPECTRUM is lightweight, extremely durable, and packed with features you’d 
expect on higher priced reels.

• SCS Drag

• One Revolution Drag Knob with numbered and detented settings

• Large arbor for fast line pick-up

• Concave arbor for greater strength and capacity

• Fully machined 6061-T6 aerospace grade aluminum

• Cold forged and tempered for superior strength and rigidity

• Hard anodized for surface protection and corrosion resistance

• Machined and anodized aluminum ergonomic handle

• Easy conversion from left- to right-hand retrieve

• Neoprene and embroidered ballistic nylon reel case

• Colors: Platinum, Black, Lime

SPECTRUM SPECIFICATIONS
Model Lines Weight Capacity (line + yards/lb) Diameter (in) Width (in) Reel Spool

3/4 3-4 4 3⁄16 WF4 + 100 yds/20 lb 3 1⁄4 1 1⁄4 $360.00 $180.00
5/6 5-6 4 3⁄8 WF6 + 100 yds/20 lb 3 5⁄8 1 5⁄16 $360.00 $180.00

7/8 7-8 6 3⁄8 WF8 + 200 yds/20 lb 4 1 3⁄8 $400.00 $200.00

9/10 9-10 7 5⁄8 WF10 + 200 yds/30 lb 4 3⁄8 1 1⁄2 $400.00 $200.00

SPECTRUM LT
The SPECTRUM LT reel offering brings a sophisticated, high-performance drag system to an ultra light rigid frame. The One Revolution Drag 
Knob offers quick and precise drag settings and provides the kind of power and smoothness you’d expect from a large traditional drag system, 
only without the bulk or weight.

• SCS Drag

• One Revolution Drag Knob with numbered and detented settings

• Large arbor for fast line pick-up

• Concave arbor for greater strength and capacity

• Fully machined 6061-T6 aerospace grade aluminum

• Cold forged and tempered for superior strength and rigidity

• Hard anodized for surface protection and corrosion resistance

• Ergonomic handle

• Easy conversion from left- to right-hand retrieve

• Neoprene and embroidered ballistic nylon reel case

• Colors: Silver, Stealth, Black Spruce Edition

SPECTRUM LT SPECIFICATIONS
Model Lines Weight Capacity (line + yards/lb) Diameter (in) Width (in) Reel Spool

3/4 3-4 3 7⁄8 WF4 + 100 yds/20 lb 3 1⁄4 1 1⁄4 $500.00 $250.00
5/6 5-6 4 1⁄4 WF6 + 100 yds/20 lb 3 5⁄8 1 1⁄4 $500.00 $250.00

7/8 7-8 6 WF8 + 200 yds/20 lb 4 1 3⁄8 $530.00 $260.00

9/10 9-10 7 1⁄8 WF10 + 200 yds/30 lb 4 3⁄8 1 1⁄2 $530.00 $260.00

Silver
(front)

“IGNITER” ChipotleStealth

STANDARD FEATURES DIE-CAST CONSTRUCTION

HEAVYWEIGHT FEATURES LIGHTWEIGHT FEATURES

“SALT HD” Squid Ink

“X” Black Spruce 

NEW FOR 2019



SPEY
Classic aesthetics with modern performance. The SPEY introduces a reel designed for the angler looking for a reel that addresses the nuances 
of Spey fishing. Heavier to better balance longer rods and increased capacity to hold larger Spey lines, the SPEY features full line guards to 
assure thin running lines do not migrate between the spool and frame during dynamic casting motions. A romantic appeal to designs and colors 
that reflect the classic feel of old yet packed with performance features that will assure you’ll never lose that fish of a lifetime. 

• SCS Drag

• Machined and anodized aluminum One Revolution Drag Knob 
with numbered and detented settings

• Large arbor for fast line pick-up

• Concave arbor for greater strength and capacity

• Machined aluminum full frame construction

• Minimal porting for classic look and heavier balance

• Machined and anodized aluminum hub and ergonomic handle

• Easy conversion from left- to right-hand retrieve

• Neoprene and embroidered ballistic nylon reel case

• Colors: Bronze, Stealth/Silver

SPEY SPECIFICATIONS
Model Lines Weight (oz) Capacity (head+shooting line+backing) Diameter (in) Width (in) Reel Spool

6/7/8 6-8 9  13⁄16 600 Skagit + 100ft SL + 150yds/20 lb 4  1⁄8 1  11⁄16 $630.00 $310.00
7/8/9 7/8/9 10  7⁄8 700 Skagit + 100ft SL + 150yds/30 lb 4  7⁄16 1  3⁄4 $660.00 $330.00

SPECIALTY REELS SPECIALTY REELS

CLICK SERIES 
Sage's CLICK Series reels are a performance and cosmetic upgrade from the original CLICK series. The enhanced CLICK features 
larger arbor diameters creating a larger palming area for fighting fish and quicker line retrieval while maintaining backing capacities. 
The CLICK aesthetic has been elevated through new hole patterns and a refreshed, modern design that speaks to its lightweight and 
minimalist yet functional characteristics. The proven performance of the adjustable click and pawl drag design of the original is featured 
in this new CLICK reel series.     

• Adjustable click and pawl drag design to prevent over-spooling 

• Larger palming rim for greater control during the fight 

• Ultra-large arbor for fast line pick-up

• Concave arbor for greater strength and capacity

• Fully machined 6061-T6 aerospace grade aluminum

• Cold forged and tempered for superior strength and rigidity

• Hard anodized for surface protection and corrosion resistance

• Ergonomic handle

• Easy conversion from left- to right-hand retrieve

• Neoprene and embroidered ballistic nylon reel case

• Colors: Bronze, Stealth, Lime

CLICK SPECIFICATIONS
Model Lines Weight (oz) Capacity [line + yds/lb] Diameter (in) Width (in) Reel Spool

CLICK 0/1/2 0-2 2  5⁄16 WF2 + 75 yds/20 lb 3  1⁄8 1  3⁄16 $370.00 $180.00
CLICK 3/4/5 3-5 2  5⁄8 WF5 + 100 yds/20 lb 3  7⁄16 1  1⁄4 $380.00 $190.00
CLICK 4/5/6 4-6 3 WF6 + 100 yds/20 lb 3  3⁄4 1  5⁄16 $400.00 $200.00 

Bronze

StealthLime

Bronze
(front)

Stealth/SilverBronze
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